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3. Evaluate the information found in the web . 

Criteria for 

Evaluating Web 

Content 

 

 

Indicators 

Credibility Expertise of the author; Peer-reviewed 

Accuracy Up-to-date information; no dead links 

within the document 

Objectivity  Balanced presentation; no advertis-

ments; no fallacies 

Support List of references; contact information 

is indicated 

From Evaluating Internet Research Sources  

by R. Harris 

Googling without a plan is like doodling in 

class...a waste of your research time. 

Some Useful Links  

For Science I.P.: 

1. Investigatory Project. This site helps students find all 

possible online resources for their research projects in 

chemistry, physics, biology and other science school pro-

jects. Access thru  www.investigatoryprojectexample.com/ 

2. Greenfile. This focuses on the relationship between 

human beings and the environment. Topics range from 

global warming to recycling to alternate fuel sources and 

beyond. Access thru www.greeninfoonline.com 

3. Papers in Physics. The scope includes physics of parti-

cles and fields, condensed matter, relativity and gravita-

tion, nuclear physics, physics of fluids, biophysics, econo-

physics, chemical physics, statistical mechanics, soft con-

densed matter, materials science, mathematical physics 

and general physics.  Access thru 

www.papersinphysics.org/index.php/papersinphysics/

search 

GENERAL REFERENCES 

 Brittanica Online– Hundreds of thousands of updated 

information in text, images and audiovisual formats are 

available. Access thru www. brittanica.com 

Oxford Dictionary–  An authoritative source for defini-

tions of English words. One can even choose between 

children‟s dictionary and dictionary for learners of Eng-

lish. Access thru www.oxforddictionaries.com 

CIA World Factbook. Provides information on the his-

tory, people, government, economy, geography, commu-

nications, transportation, military, and transnational is-

sues for 266 world entities. Access thru www.cia.gov/

library/publications/the-world-factbook/ 

National Statistical Coordination Board. Philippine 

Gov‟t site providing an eyeshot of social and economic 

indicators presented in tabular format. Access thru 

www.nscb.gov.ph/stattables/default.asp 

For English ARP and Lit. Crit: 

 1. Literary Criticism: An Overview of Approaches. 

Skylar Hamilton Burris offers a general outline and de-

scription of the different approaches to literary criticism. 

Sample Lit Crit papers are available for study aid. Access 

thru www.editorskylar.com/litweb.html 

2. Philippine Center for Investigative Journalism. An 

independent, nonprofit media agency that specializes in 

investigative reporting of various issues surrounding the 

Filipino people. Access thru http://pcij.org/ 

3. Purdue Online Writing Lab. For guidance in citing 

references for research, providing rules and examples of 

MLA, APA and Chicago citation styles. Access thru http://

owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/01/ 

For more web assistance and links 

to useful sites, please visit  

http://mchslmc.wordpress.com 



What’s in the WWW? 

WWW stands for  the World Wide Web. The WWW has  

links to vast array of information coming from different 

sources.  Often their sources reveal their agenda and pur-

pose for information dissemination.  One way to deter-

mine the credibility of  the source of  information is to get 

acquainted with the following top-level domains. Here 

are some of the major ones: 

Domain Meaning 

.com Commercial 

.edu Educational/School 

.gov Government Agency 

.mil Military 

.org Non-profit organiza-

tion 

.net Network resource 

Internet Resources 

Internet-based information resources may be broadly 

classified into either hard info and soft info. 

 

Hard Info refers to scientific and objectively researched 

information. It presents proven facts, figures and statis-

tics. This type of information is usually written by au-

thorities and experts in the field. Common  online sources 

of this nature are government websites and publications, 

academic journals and university websites, news ar-

chives, and those authored by known experts in the field. 

 

Soft Info refers to information and content that are more 

subjective, cultural, and opinion-based.  Common online 

sources of this nature are blogs, wikis, forums and discus-

sion boards, and advertising-driven commercial sites. 

How to do Internet Research 

From Internet for Beginners Guide by Paul Gil 

1. Decide whether your topic entails hard info, soft 

info or both. 

Topics for research have different expectations of data 

and proof depending on the question posed.  One should 

know the hard or soft nature of the topic to point  toward 

search strategy that will yield the most compelling re-

search results.  

 

Examples of topics/questions which need hard info are: 

 Is RH Bill unconstitutional in the Philippines? 

 Who really won in the 2004 Presidential elections 

in the country? 

 Is the fish kill in Taal lake caused by  the over-

whelming number of fishing pens? 

 

Examples of topics/questions which need soft info are: 

 Is Facebook the best social networking site in the 

whole web? 

 What makes the Labrador retriever family-friendly 

dog? 

 Why is Microsoft Windows more user-friendly than 

I-Mac OS? 

2. Maximize the use of search engines.  

Use web search engines like Google, Yahoo, Bing, and 

Ask.com for  general queries and soft info search. The 

resulting list most often includes, at the top of the list, 

news archives, blogs, wikis, and advertising-based com-

mercial sites . 

Speed up by using metasearch engines like Web-

Crawler, Info.com, and DogPile.com. They search related 

resources across search engine platforms. This type of 

search engine displays a mix of all the results produced 

by other search engines. 

Survey some databases like the library OPAC, search 

boxes in e-journals, e-books and e-references. To retrieve 

hard info, use this search engine because their contents 

are expert-reviewed and, therefore, highly authoritative. 

Examples of databases for free access are www.doaj.org 

and www.openj-gate.com 

In using web search engines, one might want to retrieve 

highly relevant articles at the top of the list. In which 

case, the following strategies may be of help: 

a. Refine your key word search with alternative terms. 

For example, if you did not get your intended result with 

the keyword „education‟, you may want to use „learning‟ 

or „training‟ as alternative terms for searching. An online 

thesaurus like thesaurus.com by Roget’s may assist in 

looking for alternative terms to a keyword. 

b. Expand your keyword search with truncation. If the 

search result seems to be limited and expanding the 

search is your intention, substitute * with the last syllable 

in the spelling of the keyword . Note that most web 

search engines accept the additional *  on whole word, 

not part of whole words. For example, „farm*‟ yields 

results containing farm, farmer, farming, farms and farm-

lands.  

c. Narrow your search result using the following sym-

bols on your keywords: 

 Note: Remember to bookmark highly relevant sites. If in 

public computer, use delicious.com to bookmark pages. 

Symbol Meaning Example 

 Double 

quotes 

(“  ”) 

Retrieve results 

containing the 

words in exact 

order 

“Jesus Christ” 

(Site:) Search within a 

website 

Fermin site:mc.edu.ph 

Minus sign 

(-) 

Exclude the 

word following 

it. Minus sign 

means „And not‟ 

Adobe –software 

Domain 

search 

(Domain: ) 

Search for re-

sults within the 

specific domain 

elearning domain:edu 

URL 

search 

(URL: ) 

Identify websites 

containing the 

keyword in the 

web address 

URL:shakespeare 


